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А ХҮРЭЭЛЭН БУЙ ОРЧИН -2021”
A Brief History of the Academic Conference "Urban Landscape Architecture"

In 2017, the School of Agroecology at the Mongolian University of Life Sciences organized a
national conference under the name "Urban Landscape Architecture". The primary objective
of the conference was to discuss landscape architectural planning in urban areas, with the aim
of enhancing the ecological conditions in Mongolia's urban regions and fostering a more
pleasant living environment for its citizens.

The topics covered included the principles and requirements of urban planning, legal
considerations, and the challenges associated with implementing urban horticulture policies,
all with the goal of addressing significant urban issues. This national conference recurred in
2019 and 2021. This year, as part of the Urgent project, it is being held under the theme
"Urban Landscape Architecture-2023," focusing on urban nature-based solutions."

The International Conference, titled “Urban Landscape Architecture-2023”, was
organized by the School of Agroecology, Mongolian University of Life Sciences under the
URGENT project ERASMUS+ program, in collaboration with the following partner
organizations:

National University of Mongolia

National University of Mongolia-Hovd branch

Urban Planning and Research Institute

National Garden Park

This conference took place on October 9, 2023, running from 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
The event was hosted in the Conference Hall of the Administration Building at the
Mongolian University of Life Sciences. The opening session featured welcoming speeches
from prof. B. Baasansukh, the Rector of the MULS, Assoc. Prof. A. Buyanbaatar, the
Director of the School of Agroecology, MULS and Dr. Yildray Ogurol, the Project Manager
for URGENT and University of Bremen, Germany.

Representatives from universities and professional organizations in five countries,
including Germany, Italy, Estonia, India, and Mongolia, participated in the international
conference. The conference featured a total of 20 presentations, with 10 delivered in English
and 10 in Mongolian, all centered around the theme of "Urban Nature-Based Solutions" (see
Appendix 1). The conference program included the discussion of a report in accordance with
the program schedule. For a detailed conference agenda, please refer to Appendix 2. It
includes:
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A total of 104 researchers, scientists and specialists from 28 institutions participated
in the international conference (see Appendix 3). Additionally, information and reports
regarding the international conference were disseminated to the public through various media
outlets, including Tenger TV, the Gogo website, the MN news website, National Radio, and
other national media.

1. Mongolian University of Life Sciences
2. National University of Mongolia
3. National University of Mongolian-Khovd

branch
4. University of Bremmen, German
5. University of Catania, Italy
6. Estonian Unirsity of Life Scinces, Estonia
7. Martin Lutter-University, Germany
8. Nirma University, India
9. SKUAST-K, India
10. Jawaharlal Nehru University, India
11. National Institute for Urban Affairs, India
12. Horticulture, Development and Service

Center of Hohhot, China

13. Russian-Mongolian Cooperation Center of
the Department of Foreign Affairs of the
People's Government of China

14. Landscaping department of Mayor's
Office of Ulaanbaatar

15. Institute of Botanical Garden, Branch of
the construction architecture

16. Urban Planning and Research Institute
17. Construction development center
18. NUM, School of Architecture design
19. New Mongol Institute of Technology
20. National Garden Park
21. Department of Urban Development and

Horticulture
22. Botanic Garden and Research Institute of

MAS
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23. "Enkhiin jargal construction” LLC
24. “Garden city” LLC
25. "KAN" LLC

26. "Green Agula" NGO
27. "Green dream" L
28. "Gobi travel" LLC, landscape architector

“Urban landscape arcitecture-2023” International Conference
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Gogo website, and MN news website

The participants of the international conference were interviewed, and the interview was
broadcast on the evening news channel of Tengvar TV.
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This year, the “Urban Landscape Architecture” conference was organized on multiple levels
for the first time for three days, between 09 to 11 October 2023. It included the exhibition of works
by undergraduate students studying in the “Landscape Architecture” bachelor program and the
Student Olympiad "Talented Designers." This combined event was extensive and of significant
importance. Consequently, the organizers have decided that it is appropriate to continue organizing
this annual conference alongside the student exhibition and Olympiad. Some key considerations for
future conference organization include:

 Ensuring representation from multiple generations of researchers in the field of landscape
architecture.

 Involving policy makers and aligning the conference with the government's Green Development
policy.

 Expanding the participation of stakeholders in the meeting.
 Broadening the research areas discussed.
 Extending the duration of discussion for each topic.
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Appendix 3

List of participants of the “Urban Landscape architecture-2023” International conference.

Report written by
Dr. D.Banzragch and Dr. S.Odongerel
Mongolian University of Life Sciences




